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I. Introduction and preliminaries 
The aim of this article is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. Let ~ be a symmetric block design (61, 16,4) admitting an automor- 
phism p of order 15 operating in five orbits of lengths 1, 15, 15, 15 and 15. Then 
is isomorphic to the design 
x l . . .  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
x2...  0 1 6 l l  16 17 19 23 31 32 34 38 46 47 49 53 
x3... 1 2 4 8 16 17 18 22 26 30 35 38 40 43 51 57 
x4... 1 2 4 8 20 23 25 28 36 42 46 47 48 52 56 61) 
xs. . .  1 2 4 8 21 27 31 32 33 37 41 45 50 53 55 58 
Here, 0 . . . . .  60 are the points of the design and xl . . . . .  x5 are blocks Jrom its different 
(p)-orbits. We get the remaining blocks applying to these orbit representatives the 
automorphism p = (0)(1 ... 15)(16... 30)(31 ... 45)(46.. .  60), that is, 
{ a~a-14  / fa=0(mod15) ,  P " ~ a + 1 else, 
for a = 0, 1 . . . . .  60. The full automorphism group of @ is of order 270. 
This result was obtained by means of combinatorial nd group theoretical methods 
and with help of a computer. 
At the beginning we introduce some notation and recall some basic facts concerning 
symmetric block designs (for details see [1,4]). 
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Let 9 = (~,~, I )  be a symmetric (v, k, 2)-design with point set ~ ,  line set M and 
incidence relation I c_ ~' × ~.  For x E ~,  P E ~ denote (x} = {Q E ~ I (Q,x) E I}, 
(P) = {y E M l (P ,y)  E I}. It is I~[ = [~'1 = v = k(k -1 ) /2+l ,  and I(x}l = I(P}l = k, 
I(x} N (Y}I = I(P) N (Q)I = 2, for all x ,y  E M, P ,Q  E ~.  In the following we shall 
use the term design for symmetric block design. 
For two designs 9!  and 92 an isomorphism from 9 1 onto ~2 is a bijection which 
maps points onto points and lines onto lines preserving the incidence. The set of such 
isomorphisms i denoted by I so (91 ,92)  and the set of automorphisms of 9 by Autg .  
For x E ~,  P E ~@ and a group G ~< Aut 9 ,  we denote by xG = {xg I g ~ G}, 
PG = {Pg I g E G} the G-orbits of x and P, respectively. There are as many point 
orbits as line orbits. Denoting this number by t, we have the partitions 
t t 
i=1 r= l  
where ~i  = xiG, ~r = PrG for some xi E ~,  Pr E ~. We denote [~il = (2i, 
I~ar[ = (Or. Let x E ~'i, P E ~r-  Then 7ir : I(X} ~r [ ,  Fir : I(P) ~ i l  do not depend 
on the choice of x and P. The introduced cardinalities atisfy some important relations 
(see also [1,3,5]): 
Lemma 2. We have: 
t t t t 
(i) ~ K2i : ~ ~ : v, (ii) E ~/ir ~- Z Fir : k, 
i=1 r= l  r= l  i=1 
(iii) ~i~/ir = (OrFir, 
t t 
( iv)  >rj  ; + a jn, Z rir ,,. = + at. . ,  
r= l  i=I  
6ij, firs being the correspondent Kronecker symbols. Because of (iii) we can rewrite 
(iv) as  
~_~ OJTirTjr t ~ i  (v)  = 2a+ + a,j . ,  = 2o, s + a,.sn. 
r= l  i=1 
Definition 3. We denote [~i,~j] ~- Etr=! ~irrjr and [~r ,~s]  ~ Y~-I:, Fir?i~ and call 
these expressions the orbit products. The t x t matrices (Tit), (F/r) satisfying (2), (3) 
and Lemma 2. are called orbital structures for parameters (v,k, 2) and orbit distribu- 
tions (ml . . . . .  o~t), (~1, . . . ,  ~2t). For any design ~ and G ~< Aut ~,  the orbital structures 
(7it), (Fir) of ~ with respect to G, for lines and points respectively, are uniquely de- 
termined up to the order of rows and columns. We call 7i. ~ (7il . . . . .  7it) and F.r -= 
(Fl . . . . . .  Ftr) the orbital structures for lines in ,-~i and points in 3at, respectively. 
In the following we denote the points of ~r as  ~r = (r0, rl . . . . .  r~o,- l ) and the lines 
of ~i  as Mi = (70,~'1 . . . . .  ~'a_j ). In this context one speaks about r 's  and ~"s as about 
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global points and lines, which are supplied with indices. Now for each point orbit 
.~  the automorphism group G is represented as a permutation group on the indices 
0 . . . . .  ~o,.- 1, and analogous for the line orbits. 
The algorithm we use for constructing all designs with parameters (v, k, 2) admitting 
a given automorphism group G is described in more details in [3]. Essentially, it 
consists in the following: 
Algorithm. Let @ = (~,~, I )  be a (v,k, 2)-design and G~< Aut~.  Let ,Pl . . . . .  ~t and 
.~1 . . . . .  :~t be the G-orbits of points and lines in a given order. At first we build, 
layer by layer, the possible orbital structures F = (7#-)  and, after that, the designs 
themselves by 'indexing' the obtained structures, that is by finding the subsets ,P,~ of 
:~  which satisfy all the conditions for ~ in constituting line orbit representatives. The 
identification and elimination of isomorphic orbital structures as well as of isomorphic 
and dually isomorphic designs, based on introduction of some lexicographical ordering 
among them, is an important last step in both stages of construction. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
First we shall determine the orbital structure of @ with respect to p. We use the 
notation of Section 1. 
Lemma 4. Let ~, 
isomorphism only 
1 15 0 
1 3 4 
0 4 6 
0 4 4 
0 4 2 
be a (61, 16,4)-design and p E Aut@, IPl = 15. Then there is up to 
one possible orbital structure (7it) for  ~ with respect to p, namely 
4 
4 
2 
6 
Proof. Such an 
our assumption, 
n=k-2=16-4=12.  
Thus we have: 
5 
(a) Z )'ir ~-  16, 
r= l  
5 Q i2  
(b) [;)~i, e i ]  = Z ~rr :`r ~- 4f2i + 12, 
r= l  
s f2j,  
(C) [.[~'l, .elj, = Z ~?irTjr  = 4(2j, 
r= l  
orbital structure must satisfy the conditions ( i ) - (v)  of Lemma 2. By 
t = 5, g21 = col = 1, and f2j = (o,. = 15 for all j , s  E {2 . . . . .  5}. Here 
for i < { l , . . . , s} ,  
for i 7£j, i , j  ~ {1 . . . . .  5}. 
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Table 1 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 
60 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
40 56 27 43 59 30 31 
45 46 17 33 49 20 51 
35 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 
60 31 17 48 34 20 51 
35 21 52 38 24 55 56 
25 
0 1 5 9 13 2 6 
20 24 28 17 21 25 29 
40 44 33 37 41 45 49 
60 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
41 42 43 44 45 31 47 
46 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 
16 
Automorphism group genemtors 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 21 37 53 24 
47 18 34 50 36 52 23 39 55 26 42 58 29 
22 38 54 25 41 57 28 44 60 16 32 48 19 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 26 57 43 29 
37 23 54 40 41 27 58 44 30 46 32 18 49 
42 28 59 45 16 47 33 19 50 36 22 53 39 
10 14 3 7 11 15 4 8 12 19 23 27 16 
18 22 26 30 34 38 42 31 35 39 43 32 36 
53 57 46 50 54 58 47 51 55 59 48 52 56 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 17 18 19 20 
28 29 30 16 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
Point orbit function 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 16 16 16 16 
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 
The order of the automorphism group is 270 
One can easily see that there are up to order exactly three solutions 7i- for (a) and 
(b), namely: 1 15000,  13444,  06442.  
Concerning (c) and applying our algorithm, we can now easily construct he orbital 
structures for the given group and parameters. One gets as the only solution, up to 
isomorphism, the orbital structure as stated in the lemma. [] 
We proceed by indexing the obtained orbital structures. Referr ing to Section 1, we 
denote ~r  = {r0 . . . .  ,r14 } and ~ i  = {~'0 . . . . .  "~14) for l~ i , r<~5.  Now, p acts on ~r  
as rap = ra+l, and on ~ i  as Tap = ~a+l, for a C {0, 1 , . . . ,  14}, the sums a + 1 being 
modulo 15. 
Apply ing again our algorithm we get, with help o f  a computer,  as the only pos- 
sible solution the design in the statement o f  the theorem. The computat ion lasted a 
whole month. Us ing a program for f inding automorphism groups o f  obtained designs, 
we found out that the full automorphism group o f  ~ is o f  order 270 and that it is 
self-dual. 
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In Table 1 we shall represent the automorphism group of the obtained design in 
terms of its generators: each next generator is the lexicographically first automorphism 
of design which is not contained in the group generated by previous generators. The 
generators are given as permutations of the points 0,.. . ,60, in their natural ordering. 
Construction of such a basis can be realized in a very effective manner and enables us 
to determine the orders of automorphism groups in an easy way (see [2]). Moreover, 
we present design's point orbit function, which is the mapping of each point to the first 
point, in the natural ordering, belonging to the same orbit. Because of its uniqueness 
the obtained design is obviously self-dual. 
The obtained results prove our theorem. [] 
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